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capturing a

country-style porch
by shannon rooney, house and home feature writer

A porch is the perfect spot to relax and enjoy the warm
weather. For homeowners that preferred a laid-back
look, it’s also an ideal canvas for country style.
Think weathered wood furniture and vintage
accessories, rocking chairs and baskets as planters.
Add a dash of patriotic flair and you’ll have a recipe
for the perfect country porch.
RUSTIC AND RELAXED
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Set the tone for your porch with seating arrangements and
furniture. Great rustic options include wicker chairs, rocking
chairs, small — chipped — painted tables and a crowd favorite — the porch swing. Old benches can provide seating
or a place to set drinks.
An outdoor rug will help delineate seating space.
Choose natural fiber rugs like jute, or go with a striped rag
rug to add color with a country feel. Place small outdoor tables next to seats to hold drinks as well as other decor elements like lanterns or potted plants. Vintage crates stood on
end make great rustic tables.
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DOWN-HOME DELIGHTS
Make the porch cozy by filling in accessories and creature comforts. Elizabeth
Dragoo, store manager of
Ten Thousand Villages in
Goshen, recommends their
“hampers and storage baskets, which are perfect for
storing pillows or blankets
to cozy up with on a cool
evening or morning.”
Mix and match accessories to create a relaxed, eclectic feel. Repurposing is key. Galvanized buckets and watering cans make perfect planters for your greenery.
Mason jars can hold loose flower arrangements.
Dragoo also suggests, “wind
chimes, made with stained bamboo and metal, or recycled
glass, to catch the
breeze. One of our
new items, the
Back to Nature
wreath, creates
a tree shape
using vines and
moss.”
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NIGHT LIGHT, COOL BREEZE

A bit of red, white and blue flair will
easily complement your country motif.
Go big and bright with a red painted
coffee table in the center of your seating
arrangement. Pin flag buntings to the
porch soffit or front of the railing. Plant
containers of red, white and blue flowers like geraniums, petunias and impatiens. Hang large tin stars on outdoor walls.
For a low-key patriotic look, use subdued hues —
slate blue, cream and a chalky red. Add little accessories
like mini-flags in flower arrangements, red and blue gingham pillows, or just about any accessory with a star motif. ■
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For guests to find their way to your
porch, you’ll need more than the light
of the fireflies. For a country look,
Chesney Boyer, marketing assistant
with Wabash Lighting, recommends
fixtures from the Heritage Collection
by Hinkley. “Some of these fixtures
mimic the style of old gas lanterns to
achieve a vintage look,” he says.
For a taste of luxury outdoors, he
adds, “Rustic country indoor/outdoor
fans are huge right now.” Boyer recommends Quorum and Monte Carlo
models, which are specifically “damp
rated,” perfect for an outdoor covered location.
Table lamps, string lights and lanterns can offer low lighting on warm summer evenings.
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ADD STARS AND STRIPES

RESOURCES:
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Quality Window and Door, Elkhart, 574-674-0867, qwdbarn.com
Ten Thousand Villages, Goshen, 574-533-8491, tenthousandvillages.com/goshen
Wabash Lighting, Multiple locations, 800-558-8820, wabashlighting.com
Weaver Furniture Sales, Shipshewana, 260-768-7730,
www.weaverfurnituresales.com

